Introduction
[2] Seismic wave generation and propagation throughout volcanic regions is a complex phenomenon controlled by the interaction of many processes [Chouet, 2003] . Seismicity generated by active or restless volcanoes can be classified into four broad categories, volcano-tectonic signals, explosions, low frequency events and tremor [McNutt, 2005] . The low frequency seismic signals span a continuum from ultra-long period events with dominating periods of 100s of seconds through to very-long period (VLP) signals to long period (LP) seismograms. It is now well established that these low frequency events are linked to fluid flow through cracks and conduits [Chouet, 1996] . This makes them useful in accessing the internal state of the volcanic plumbing system [Sparks, 2003] . The recent use of broadband seismometers in volcanic regions has enabled seismologists to record VLP signals ranging from 3 seconds to over a 100 seconds giving wavelengths on the order of, or larger than, the volcano edifice. As with LP events, VLP events are repetitive and can occur in swarms lasting from hours to months. This is a clear indication of a repeatable nondestructive source process. The long wavelength of these signals allows a moment tensor inversion of the seismic source to be performed as the effect of the structural heterogeneity is thought to be negligible. Moment tensor inversion allows the source generating forces acting inside a volcano to be determined providing useful clues about the source mechanism. There are extensive reports on VLP signals in the literature with source mechanisms associated with fluid transport, gas slug ascent and/or excitation of resonators by forces derived from fluid dynamics. VLP signals with a period of 10 seconds were recorded on Hachijo Island, Japan [Kumagai et al., 2003] . The signals where modelled using a crack resonance model [Chouet, 1988] . A dike 4.4 km long and 2.2 km wide filled with a bubbly magma is required to produce resonance at the appropriate frequencies. The likelihood of such a large uniform bubbly fluid in such a structure is questionable. Signals with periods of 3 -6 seconds [Neuberg et al., 1994] and seismic waveforms in the range of 2 -30 seconds have been recorded on Stromboli, Italy. Both datasets are interpreted as the upward movement of gas slugs preceding an eruption. The excitation of a resonator by gas slug ascent is thought to produce VLP signals (correlated with seismo-acoustic and visual observables of active vents) with a period of 8 -20 seconds on Mount Erebus, Antarctica [Aster et al., 2003] . Fluid mass transport is therefore widely proposed to play a fundamental role in generating seismicity on active and restless volcanoes. Gas slug ascent is assumed to be one of the primary mechanisms generating seismic signals. Physical experiments have been used to model gas slug ascent and produce VLP like signals but the frequencies are restricted due to the size of the laboratory experiment [James et al., 2004 [James et al., , 2006 . In these experiments a wide variety of pressure variations have been observed depending on the viscosities and geometries of the conduits. Pressure transients and flow dynamics as measured in these experiments could possibly be responsible for the VLP signals but the temporal and spatial scales in the laboratory do not facilitate direct comparisons with field observations. Numerical simulations play a fundamental role in linking laboratory experiments to such observations. By simulating gas slug ascent in a viscous liquid and using the associated forces and pressure transients as sources in an elastic medium we investigate the seismicity associated with this process.
Multiphase Fluid Modelling
[3] Modelling multi-phase fluids is a complex problem in computational fluid dynamics and presents many challenges in volcanic settings. In a volcano, the fluids can comprise magma, gases, solidified crystals and can act in a nonNewtonian manner. Here we focus solely on the physics of gas slug ascent restricting our fluid modelling to a Newtonian isothermal two-phase fluid. This multi-phase viscous fluid is modelled using the Lattice Boltzmann (LB) method. A detailed description of LB methods can be found in work by Chen and Doolen [1998, and references therein] . The LB method used in this work [Zheng et al., 2006] was chosen because it allows for two-phase flow with a high density difference and does not require solving the Poisson equation and complex treatment of the derivative terms. The flow modelled using this approach can be described by the continuity equation, the Navier-Stokes equation and an interface evolution equation for the gas slug.
[4] Before simulations were performed on large scale gas slug ascent the numerical method was verified against a level set method for multi-phase fluid flow [Sussman et al., 1998 ] to ensure the scheme was implemented correctly. The method was then calibrated by comparing the results of a laboratory experiment [James et al., 2004] on gas slug ascent with the simulated results. In our numerical experiment the slug achieves a steady state ascent rate of 0.148 m s À1 which is in close agreement with the ascent velocity of 0.159 m s À1 measured by James et al. [2004] for their experiment with a viscosity of 0.9 Pa s. At the end of the simulation there is a static shift in pressure due to the decrease in the height of the column of liquid above the pressure sensors. This static shift in pressure is 2.75 kPa which is consistent with the theoretical value of 2.74 kPa given by DP = DrgL where L is the length of the gas slug, g the acceleration due to gravity and Dr is the density difference between the gas and liquid.
Gas Slug Ascent Results
[5] The Bond (B) and Morton (M) numbers are dimensionless numbers describing the regimes of multi-phase flow and are given by:
where r is the density, s the surface tension, D is the bubble diameter, m the dynamic viscosity and the subscripts L and G represent the liquid and gas phases. . A pocket of gas is left at the top of the conduit and the bottom is sealed. The gas slug is placed at the bottom of the conduit and released at time zero and migrates upwards due to gravity. These dimensionless values are indicative of a transitional regime between inertial and viscous controlled gas slug ascent [James et al., 2004] . The dimensions were constrained by a trade off between computational cost and physically reasonable values. For these values the magma viscosity varies from 500 Pa s to 890 Pa s. These values are typical of a low viscosity basaltic magma where gas slug ascent has been suggested as a possible source mechanism, e.g., Stromboli [Chouet, 2003] . The ascent velocity of the slug is measured at 0.55 m s À1 for M = 10 7 . When the Morton number is lowered to 10 6 the average slug ascent velocity increases to 0.76 m s
À1
. Figure 1 shows the ascent of the gas slug and associated pressure traces. As the bubble ascends the pressure increases (because of an increase in the magma-static head caused by slug expansion) until the slug passes the pressure sensor; then the decrease in the volume of liquid above the sensors causes a decrease in pressure. If the ascent velocity increases the slug fragments and continues to rise as a number of smaller slugs. This leads to a variable pressure transient as seen in the solid line in Figure 1a . At approximately 85 seconds several small gas slugs pass by the virtual sensor and cause variation on the pressure trace. The effect of this process is to increase the frequency of the pressure signal. When the viscosity is increased so that the Morton number equals 10 8 the ascent velocity decreases to 0.34 m s À1 while the shape of the pressure transients remain the same. When the pressure recorded inside the conduit is high pass filtered at 30 seconds (seismograms on a volcano range from 30 seconds to 20 Hz for a typical broadband seismometer) a VLP like signal is recovered except for a sharp onset in the signal, Figures 1b  and 1c . The relatively broadband pulse at the onset of the 6 and M = 10 7 respectively. These signals represent the expected source waveform for VLP signals generated by gas slug ascent.
signal (due to step-like pressure drop) may excite conduit resonance producing a LP signal. Both filtered signals have the same characteristics except for higher frequencies components when M = 10 6 as the smaller fragmented slugs create higher frequency transients. The similarity of the filtered signals may create difficulties inferring any fluid properties from such a source process. Although not shown here we have determined that these higher frequency pressure transients are also created by variations in the conduit geometry. Narrowing, widening or kinking of the conduit can cause the slug to fragment. This leads to several smaller slugs rising through the conduit creating a longer pressure transient comprising higher frequencies. These constrictions can also trap gas until the buoyancy force exceeds the viscous force at which point the slug ascends leading to a repetitive cycle of slug ascent.
Seismicity Generated by Slug Ascent
[6] An advantage of numerical modelling gas slug ascent is that the forces acting on the conduit wall are known explicitly. This allows us to use these forces as an input in an elastodynamic wave simulation [O'Brien and Bean, 2004] . By taking this approach, the response of an elastic medium to the forces generated by gas slug ascent can be calculated and synthetic seismograms can be determined at the model Earth's surface. To calculate the full 3D response of an elastic medium we assume cylindrical symmetry of the 2D multi-phase fluid dynamics; that is, the conduit is a cylindrical pipe. Figure 2a shows the initial set up of the elastic half-space where the grid spacing is 20 m in all directions. The unfiltered forces calculated from the fluid dynamic simulations are input as a 76 m long source with the top of the profile 250 m below the summit of a smooth Gaussian topography model with an overall height of 2 km. The radius of the conduit is an order of magnitude smaller than the grid spacing and with ten grid points per minimum wavelength we assume the forces act as a source embedded inside the appropriate grid point. This also allows us to treat the conduit as if it were transparent. The forces inputted into the simulation are calculated from the gas slug simulation where M = 10 6 as shown in Figure 1 . The resultant dynamic deformation is recorded as seismograms on the free surface (Figure 2a) . Figures 2b and 2c show the vertical component of the velocity seismograms and the associated spectrogram recorded 1.49 km (denoted by station 1) and 7.2 km (station 2) from the top of the source respectively. Analysis of station 1 indicates that the initial onset at about 10 seconds is composed of P-waves linearly polarised in the direction of the source. The following wave train consists of S-waves from the source intermingled with scattered waves from the topography and surface waves. The signal is initiated by the slug ascending and continues until the slug reaches the ceiling of the conduit after 100 seconds, (Figure 1 ). From 70 seconds to 100 seconds the slug fragments and hits the ceiling generating the higher frequency response in the seismogram. In reality this would reflect the gas slug exploding at the surface or being trapped by some constriction in the conduit. The recorded trace at station 2 exhibits a clear signal at approximately 80 seconds. Notably the amplitude of the VLP signal is less than that recorded at station 1. Station 1 is located on the summit and is directly above the source. As such the effects of the elastic deformation, as a result of the redistribution of pressure in the closed conduit, are large. In an open system where the gas can escape, the pressure would return to some lower value within the conduit. Station 2 is located away from the volcanic edifice which minimises the effect of the elastic deformation as the strong near-field geometrical spreading contributes to a rapid vanishing of energy at the longest periods. The same effect is seen for simulations computed in an elastic half space with no topography demonstrating that the lack of VLP signal was not related to scattering from the Gaussian hill topography. Thus, signal 2 is dominated by two frequency bands of 3 and 2 seconds whilst the seismogram recorded on the summit 250 m above the source is dominated by a very/ultra long period signal. Station 2 has been filtered into three different frequency bands [0.0083-0.1 Hz], [0.1 -0.5 Hz] and in Figures 2d-2f . In the first frequency band we clearly see the VLP signal which is initiated by the slug ascending and the associated LP event in the second frequency band.
[7] Synthetic seismograms were also recorded on 17 stations surrounding the volcano in an inner and outer array at a distance of 2 km and 3 km from the summit and one station on the summit, Figure 2a . Taking the synthetic data and considering it real, a moment tensor inversion is performed. This inversion yields a classification of the source in terms of forces and their time histories. We calculate the Green's functions and their spatial derivatives for each sourcereceiver pair in the same model (Figure 2a) used to generate the synthetic seismograms. The centre of our finite source was chosen as our point source. The Green's functions were calculated using a numerical seismic wave propagation scheme [O'Brien and Bean, 2004] . We invert in the frequency domain for the entire signal. The results of the moment tensor inversion are shown in Figure 3 . We also fitted the synthetic data considering single force components but found the best fit was without these forces. Along with the moment tensor calculated from the inversion procedure, we show a fit to synthetic seismograms from one of the stations located on the base of the volcano. There is good agreement between the synthetic signal and the signal calculated using the moment tensor convolved with the Green's functions. The fits shown in the right plots in Figure 3 are representative of the fits for all of the signals from each station, (fits calculated by the misfit energy). The stable moment tensor solution is shown in the left plots of Figure 3 . A stable source solution is achieved by using any combination of the inner array stations and the summit station. However, when different combinations and numbers of the inner and outer stations are used the solution is unstable and leads to an apparent source mechanism varying from an explosive source to a tensile crack mechanism. The stable moment tensor solution (Figure 3 ) has zero offdiagonal elements and the diagonal components are in the ratio 2:2:1. This corresponds to a source represented by a vertical pipe and has been proposed as a possible source mechanism for volcanic signals [Chouet, 1985; Neuberg et al., 2000] .
Conclusions
[8] The ascent of a gas slug generates forces and pressure transients. Numerical modelling of multi-phase Figure 2a are inverted to find the source mechanism. The Green's functions for the model shown in Figure 2a are calculated for each station and are then used to invert the synthetic signals generated by gas slug ascent. The moment tensor solution to this inversion is shown in the left plots and the fits to one station is shown in the right plots. The fits are nearly indistinguishable from the synthetic data. The solution has a [2 2 1] ratio for m xx , m yy and m zz respectively with zero off diagonal terms which represents a vertical pipe.
fluid dynamics and the associated elastodynamic waves show that gas slug ascent is capable of producing VLP like signals along with associated LP events. However, the amplitudes remain very small which maybe a consequence of the size and geometry of our conduit and the Newtonian isothermal two-phase fluid assumptions. Modelled VLP signals are direct indicators of fluid migration whereas LP s are secondary indicators being a consequence of broadband pressure transients. LP and VLP events are often seen in close temporal and spatial association [Aster et al., 2003; Lokmer et al., 2007] . The results presented here demonstrate why this is likely. Slug ascent yields a source mechanism, in terms of classical moment tensor source inversion, that is consistent with a vertical pipe. However care must be exercised as poor network coverage and a poor velocity model can lead to other apparent mechanisms.
